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learn the differences between mass market paperback
and trade paperback two types of paperback books
that offer more affordable or better quality options
find out the pros and cons of each format their sizes
paper quality and future trends
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in comics in the united states a trade paperback
shortened tpb or trade is a collection of stories
originally published in comic books reprinted in book
format usually presenting either a complete



miniseries a story arc from a single title or a series of
stories with an arc or common theme 1
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what s a mass market paperback and how s it
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the new york times best sellers are up to date and
authoritative lists of the most popular books in the
united states based on sales in the past week
including fiction non fiction paperbacks
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here is an explanation of the differences between the
two main paperback books mass market paperbacks
and trade paperbacks as a self publisher these are the
two formats you will typically deal with
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